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Tree of the month up to 22nd is Elder. There is no tree on the 23rd.
The Birch is the tree from 24th. (above)
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Welcome to the December 2015 issue of the website – somewhat earlier than normal,
due to the fact I have long standing personal arrangements I wish to fulfil, therefore too
January 2016 will also be early.
Things will be back to normal in late January, thank you for your indulgence with this
matter.
The most important matter in December is the wind direction on the Quarter
day/shortest day of the year/St Thomas’ on 21st December; where the wind blows this

day will be the predominant direction at least until the next such Quarter day on 21st
March. I fully expect this wind, certainly for here in the SE and the coastline north
along the east coast to Newcastle to be a cold raw NE wind, in fact a continuation of the
current NE wind that was established on 29th September the previous Quarter Day.
This NE wind gave a highly unique weather situation in October since with one exception
every day (here in the SE) came from the NE – cold dry wind, the same wind that has
brought migratory birds to the UK for colder northern climes, with nature giving every
sign of being 100% with a cold hard frosty winter, all my data points to NE wind staying
for the foreseeable future; precious little rain too, and the local reservoirs quite low as a
result, as are the local rivers.
I add, as you see, the caveat, ‘here in the SE,’ because as I pointed out in the advance
Winter prediction and again in October and November preamble, the UK will this year
have the three distinct regions for weather. Already this had been proven as correct
with the first winter snows falling on higher ground in Scotland from a NW (Polar)
direction; and whilst here in the SE we continue with these NE winds, the west country
and Wales have had wet warmer winds blowing from the Atlantic – confirming the third
region mentioned earlier.
So the newspaper headlines of ‘deepest snow since 1962/63; 36 days of snow and
coldest winter since 2009/2010,’ may well be correct for other parts of the UK, but not
here in the SE. Frost and cold winds will be the fare here, maybe, just maybe the odd
snow flurry on the extreme east coast, but nothing to be worried about.
Nature is really quite remarkable, spring was between four and six weeks late and now
autumn is extended by the same ratio, with at the end of October still green trees in full
leave and just a few beginning to turn to the established autumnal colours. Edible
blackberries still in abundance too in November, sloes quite palatable too, crab apples in
profusion, several prunelles, all edible too.
The migratory birds are now here, fieldfare, redwing, brambling, arctic starlings (brown
in colour), goldfinches and gold crests, wheatears and jays to name but a few; plus
Canada, greylag, brent, and pink footed geese, several different ducks indicating just
how cold it is in their homeland noticeable too that all birds have very thick coats this
year too – hard winter indicator.
Still plenty of wild flowers flowering too, corn camomile, white dead nettle, autumn
crocus, pink campion, herb robert, milfoil, wood avens, mustard garlic, mallow, autumn
hawkbit, daisy, dandelion, bind weed, sowthistles plus all the colourful berries too,
magnificent; what a good crop of mushrooms too this year.
However the magnificence of the numerous flowers in bloom in November plus the dry
beech nuts are tempered with warnings that both these signs of a hard winter to come.
Back to October – St Luke’s little summer, 18th to 28th, again reinforced the
‘Little Summer’ tag, with some days well above 14C high average at 19C – so, as
earlier stated, a true ‘Indian Summer.’ These old tried tested and proven sayings
are so reliable, but also 5 days late too. But friends in Alsace, northern France,

tell me that 24.4C has been recorded there too on 9th November – so we are not
alone in ‘freakish’ weather.
November 11th – St Martin threw a spanner in the works as it was mild and
stormy with a SSW wind – not the NE wind I predicted, however, I stay with the
methodology and nothing has changed for the winter period, this current Abigail
storm is a momentary intrusion and does not change the methodology at all.
Sometimes ‘Sods Law,’ operates.
Again also on the 11th – the leaves are still abundant on the vines (I grow them
too) and more importantly the oak, the significance of this happening is shown
quite clearly on the November datasheet; which is also why the momentary
aberration of storm Abigail is of no consequence to the long term prediction of a
long cold hard winter; and each day brings verification of this – even to the
continuous flowering of so many flowers and roses. I see torrential storms and
continuous rain is forecasted, but, as I explained previously, other regions are
and will be affected by this, but not here in the SE.
OK change of subject; BBC/RmetS/Weather Club cooperative weather watchers project.
www.bbc.co.uk/weatherwatchers an audience participation project by BBC local radio
to encourage listeners to record their local weather on the website; to submit their
weather photographs for use by local weather presenters; and also hopefully, to be able
to give a more accurate picture (pardon the pun) of local weather, as opposed to the
broad brush forecasting at present. In its infancy but maybe/hopefully with careful TLC
some ‘part-time’ weather spotters will be encouraged to broaden their outlook and
horizons and become better spotters.
For my sins, I was asked by BBC SE (Tunbridge Wells) to co-ordinate and supervise their
effort here in the SE, not a problem; however looking at the co-ordinators across the UK I
see many experienced weather colleagues, therefore the knowledge and interest is there
for anyone wishing to join this project. Massive Radio TV and National Press coverage
for Weatherwatchers, fronted by the usual ‘celebrities and presenters,’ hopefully the
website can keep up too, some early problems not helpful.
You can use the ‘contact form,’ form on the website to contact me concerning this, or
use dkingtn8@btinternet.com to contact me. I will always answer – I just re-iterate
please ensure you give me your correct e-mail address too – another two incorrect
addresses this month; I may be a few things, but not yet a ‘clairvoyant.’ Thank you.
Another headline about a decade of colder summers and cold winters from 2017
onwards in Daily Express (4/11/2015), this is no surprise to me, I have
warned/suggested of this possibility several times before, and once again the primary
source remains the same the University of Northumberland with Russian backing.
Next Radio interview is Radio York – The Paul Hudson Weather Show Sunday 6th
December – could be interesting too, a new producer.
Also for the interested enquirers, yes, besides the more mundane weather
things I do, I also get involved, mostly by design, but also as last minute
‘stand-ins,’ with some quite interesting filming, interviews and such like.

This November so far has been an interview + photographs + filming by
Emily Cussins of University of the Arts – London College of Communication,
which doubtless in due course you will see in the internet (and maybe
elsewhere) if you google her name; An excellent film maker (and I have
seen quite a few now to be able to differentiate) I was most impressed
with her expertise.
I also have had an interesting interview face to face with Emma Visman, Visiting Senior
Research Fellow Geography Dept, University College, London, once again a most
interesting few hours with her – especially when you google her name too and see her
CV. From little acorns large oak trees grow. I will be co-operating with her on projects
she has in mind next year.
I never ceased to be amazed at who makes the effort to find me, for I do not advertise
anywhere, but who have such an interest in the methodology, but being always grateful
for such persons, since it proves that slowly but surely the methodology is being shown
to work very well. Once again, those that want to find me, with a little effort can and
do. A real surfeit of enquiries from Scotland too this month, which though ‘out of my
true comfort zone (SE),’ with some research and methodology the replies have been
accepted by each of the enquirers, to their satisfaction too – which is most important to
me.
Therefore to those that enquire, I hope the above two entries above will give an answer.
Each month I get similar requests, some however I decline for ethical reasons, but most I
accept and the results ‘slip out,’ in due course in newspaper, magazine and the odd
radio and TV interview or clip.
If you are interested in requesting a power-point talk from me, lasts about 1.5 hours,
then just ask, everything is possible, and the more I learn, the more interesting the talks
get. The contact page on the website will elicit a reply from me for sure – provided of
course you give me the correct e-mail address for the reply...
I take this opportunity of wishing every reader a very Merry Christmas and everything
you aspire to in and for a Happy New Year in 2016.
Thank you all who have made enquiries over the last year, the content gets better and
the predictions a little more accurate too, maybe now, with the methodology near
perfected, as good as it gets – but ‘he who fails to better, is already not good,’ therefore
more effort will go into 2016.
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Edenbridge

November 2015.

DECEMBER 2015

NEW MOON = 11th @ 1030hrs = Cold & high winds
1st QUARTER MOON =18th @ 15.15hrs = Fair & mild.
FULL MOON = 25th @ 11.12hrs = Cold & high winds
LAST QUARTER MOON 3rd @ 0741hrs = Stormy.
DoP = 21st St Thomas's
Solstice 21st @ 04.38hrs
Highest spring tides 25th to 29th
5th

Apogee 14.57hrs

6th

St Nicolas

7th

2nd in Advent

12th

Apogee 2304hrs

13th

3rd Sunday in Advent

20th

4th Sunday in Advent

21st

St Thomas

25th

Christmas Day Holly and Ivy flower about this time.

26th

St Stephen

27th

St John

28th

Childermass/Innocents Day Unluckiest day of the year when no work should be started.
See notes below.

31st

Hogmanay

2nd Sunday in Advent

DoP. Quarter Day, Shortest day of the year Winter Solstice. Weather up to
2/2.
Perigee 08.54hrs

Boxing Day

Celebrates the solar divinity of Hogmanay.

MET OFFICE NOTES:

Stormy carried forward from 24th November to 14th.
Quiet period 15th to 21st
Stormy 25th to 31st.

BUCHAN NOTES:

3rd to 14th warm period.

The full moon this month is called the Hunting/Coldmoon.
The tree of the month up to 22nd is the Elder, there is no tree on 23rd, thereafter the Birch.

General Notes and Comments
Expect gale force winds. The portents generally threaten a nasty month, but a hint of better things
to come with the worst over. It ought however to be over by the end of January.
21st - 31st normally/traditionally a stormy period.
Day of Prediction (21st) portends weather until 2nd February and the direction of the prevailing wind
up to the vernal equinox on 21st March. If it freezes this day the price of corn will fall which implies a good harvest - but also a hard winter.
If however mild, the price of corn will rise.
If Christmas falls on a Sunday, it shall be a warm winter, the summer hot and dry.
If Christmas day and Thursday be - a windy winter will shall see.
If it rains on the first Sunday of December, before mass, it will rain for a week.
Christmas can be Green - in the old sense of ‘bright’ (clear/light and bright) - yielding a good harvest
(proven) - a peaceful year of plenty.
Black - will bode ill for next year’s weather. White - a muddy Easter. Warm - a cold Easter.
Wet - empty granary and barrel. Windy - trees will bring much fruit, but if the weather
grows stormy before sunset, it betokened sickness in the spring and summer quarters.
Snow - good hay crop next year.
But if the Milky Way shows clear you may safely count on a fruitful year.
[This can be a good indicator]
If it snows during Christmas night, the crops will do well.
Light Christmas, light wheat sheaf - dark Christmas, heavy wheat sheaf (if full moon about
Christmas Day)
If Christmas ice hangs on the willow, clover may be cut at Easter.
A windy Christmas and a calm Candle mass are signs of a good year.
Thunder in December presages fine weather.
Thunder during Christmas week indicates that there will be much snow during the winter.
A Green Christmas means a full churchyard.
If Christmas Day be on a Saturday, the weather be great with wind, snow and cold, the summer
good and there shall be war in many lands. (except the last, quite accurate)
If berries on trees at Christmas, they’ll stay ‘til snow is down. If gone then a mild winter.
St Thomas Day is always grey. the longest night and the shortest day.
A dull Christmas with no sun, bodes ill for the harvest.
When the sun shines through the apple trees on Christmas Day, when Autumn comes, they will a
load of fruit display. [reliable - also indicates a good Spring with few late frosts, frost-free
May and a good Autumn.]
If ice bears before Christmas, it won’t bear a goose afterwards.
Christmas in snow, Easter in mud. Easter in snow, Christmas in mud.
If much rain during the 12 days of Christmas a wet year to come.
If on a New Years Eve the winds blow south, it betokened warmth and growth.
If west, much milk and fish in the sea. If north, cold and storms there will be.

If east, the trees will bear much fruit. If north-east, then flee it man and beast.
26th - If windy, bad for next years grapes.
28th Childermass Day - if lowering and wet there will be scarcity. If fair it promises plenty.
Much rain in October. much wind in December. [check October readings]
In December, keep yourself warm, and sleep.
A winter fog will freeze a dog.
Every mile is two in winter.
25/12 to 5/1. These 12 days are said to be the keys of the weather for the whole year.

THE FULL MOON THIS MONTH IS CALLED THE HUNTING/COLD MOON.
The tree up-to the 22nd is the Elder. There is no tree on the 23rd. The Birch then becomes the
monthly tree.

Mean Max:

MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR EDENBRIDGE (USING 1981-2010 FIGURES)
8.1C
Mean Min:
1.9C
Mean Avg:
5C
Rainfall:
85.8mm
Sunshine:
64.6hrs (day = 2.08hrs)

Whilst I appreciate the above are local figures, it will be an indication of what the averages are, and,
of course there will be local variations. Such variations can be found by trawling the various
weather websites, or by using the superb data found in the Climatologists Observers Link website.

The following figures are for the average temperature at 12 noon and again at 4pm, taken at the
beginning and again at the end of the month.
1st
8.2C
7.3C
31st
5.5C
5C
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4th in Advent
St Thomas Quarter Day

Christmas
St Stephen

Boxing Day
St John
Childermass bank holiday

Perigee08.54

solstice 04.38
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25th - 31st
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3rd - 14th
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Supermoon

DATE

01/12/2015
02/12/2015
03/12/2015
04/12/2015
05/12/2015
06/12/2015
07/12/2015
08/12/2015
09/12/2015
10/12/2015
11/12/2015
12/12/2015
13/12/2015
14/12/2015
15/12/2015
16/12/2015
17/12/2015
18/12/2015
19/12/2015
20/12/2015
21/12/2015
22/12/2015
23/12/2015
24/12/2015
25/12/2015
26/12/2015
27/12/2015
28/12/2015
29/12/2015
30/12/2015
31/12/2015

Chandler & Gregory
Barry & Perry

Brooks

Lamb

24th - 14th Dec stormy

Buchan

Met Office

Season

25th - 10th Dec early winter storms

24th - 14th

early winter

& rains

stormy
3rd - 14th

period

warmer
period
6th - 12th cyclonic activity at peak
6th - 12th cyclonic activity at peak
6th - 12th cyclonic activity at peak
peak day

6th - 12th cyclonic activity at peak
6th - 12th cyclonic activity at peak
6th - 12th cyclonic activity at peak
6th - 12th cyclonic activity at peak

17th - 21st generally dry
calm foggy weather

18th - 24th anti-cyclonic
19th - 21st peak days

19th - 23rd quiet frosty weather over northern

19th - 21st peak days

Europe and continental anti-cyclonic @ time

19th - 21st peak days

of winter solstice

25th - 1st Jan Stormy

25th - 31st Christmastide thaw and storms

25th - 31st

at the end of the year.

stormy

Cyclonic very common.

period

peak day
20/11 -19/1
first winter minimum cold
period 31st to 6th January

early winter

